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Lee et al. present an extraordinarily original topic: a system to interact remotely with
poultry. The paper is written under the assumption that people have a chicken as a pet
at home--this is not extremely rare for several countries--and want to interact with it
haptically from a remote location.

The system consists of two main components: the “office system,” where the human is
located, and the “backyard system,” where the pet is residing. The two systems are
connected through the Internet. In the office system, the human uses a doll with haptic
sensors to emulate the physical touching of the animal; the doll moves according to the
motion of the chicken. In addition, the human wears augmented reality glasses, which
show the original pet. The pet is filmed, and wears a so-called touch dress. The touch
dress is a jacket that consists of a wireless receiver, which connects to electro pads and
a vibration motor to emulate the physical touching of a human.

While I find the application scenario and its practical realization not very compelling, the
paper is very well written. It presents the entire system in every technical detail,
discusses related work and studies, and concludes with an evaluation. Alas, the
evaluation survey could only be answered by humans, and not by animals.

In conclusion, this paper presents an excellent example of how to build and evaluate a
system with difficult user requirements--here the word “user” denotes both human and
animal. This is a must read for students wanting to enter the field of human-computer
interaction (HCI) or computer-mediated communication (CMC).
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